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Nick is an actor, singer, dancer, accomplished regional theatre actor and now highly successful
Casting Associate. His casting work includes City on a Hill, Homeland and Mapplethorpe.

Since the pandemic shutdown Nick now takes more meetings, works longer hours and meets
more people. He still teaches his monthly classes (online tv/film class).

When asked what he thought of our slates, he said that slating is not paramount to him for an
audition. Yes those in charge of casting want info about you, but it is secondary to your audition
performance! However, he emphasized that the self-tape auditions must have good light and
backgrounds. The video quality must also be as good as possible and have excellent technical
elements. “Technical elements matter! Be creative and make technical elements clean.” Doing
self-tapes and having a time frame in which to submit allows people to be prepared with
equipment. His opinion is that it is easier now to film your audition at home when you have the
time to do it instead of having to travel to NY for an in-person audition. Therefore, you must
have the proper technology and use it well.

Nick talked about his experience with making career choices and how he landed in casting
world. He told us his story of being an accomplished regional theatre actor in the Boston area.
He was the lead in Hairspray. He auditioned for Hairspray in CA which was a 12 week
commitment. After the audition he decided to move to NYC and the day after signing his
apartment lease, he booked Hairspray in CA. Faced with paying rent in 2 places and traveling
back and forth, Nick decided to decline the CA offer. He spent the next few years figuring out
what he wanted to do. With his musical background, he was a pop and hip hop demo writer. He
networked and modeled and took an offer to intern at a Casting Agency. He loved casting! And
he was good at casting, according to Ally Beans (she hired him). When a Casting Associate spot
opened, he was easily chosen by Judy Henderson. He is now highly respected as a legit Casting
Associate and has won an award for his work. “Overnight stories take a decade to make.” Nick is
grateful and believes that child stars crash and burn because they never learn to fail. Nick
believes that trial and error have helped him throughout his career.

Nick gave insight on the casting process. Those in charge of casting receive a breakdown for
characters. The Casting Director then goes to their “list” of actors. Those casting must know the
talent and know what “taste” is desired for each project. Therefore, a diverse group of talent is
needed due to the many scripts and character types. There are many eyes on the ultimate
casting, so it is important for the actor to find the right tone for the audition. This requires
research on the actors part and if needed, asking for more information from your agent or
Casting Director. Actors should look at other projects on IMDb to get a sense of the productions
style. Nick often times helps his actors with nailing their audition by giving comments on their
self-tape audition and having them redone. He said, “Try to only send your best self-tape and
follow your heart.” Sending multiple self-tapes will hurt you so be instinctive and ask for help if
needed. “Be your own cheerleader” and develop an objective eye about yourself! When
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reviewing your self-tape, look for sound quality, body language, light, etc. Edit and talk out what
you are sending. If you are not booking roles then something needs to change. Determine what
you are right for versus what you like and embrace imagination! Do not focus on brand and
allow your work to be creative. Book the room and you will always get called back. Build trust
and the Casting Director will remember you.

Nick also said he is responsible for the business side, production, union or non-union contracts,
etc. There is always a balance dependent upon the budget. He pointed out that casting a Pilot is
very different from casting a film or series. When casting a Pilot, no one knows how big the
roles could potentially be. If the role has opportunity for growth and longevity, bigger name
actors are attracted. The bigger the part, the more likely the casting comes from a list of
accomplished actors that Casting Directors have in-house. Some of these actors may be chosen
to read for the role without the role ever being released to others. On the contrary, the role, for
example, on episode 703 of a series may have more limited actors. In this case, casting will
release the roles for audition to agents or casting websites.

Nick said it is important to build relationships with Casting Directors because they share talent.
Your Agent or Manager should also have a good relationship with Casting Directors. If you do
not have representation, you should have a good resume and keep working to build your
experience. 10% of your focus should be on your materials (resume, reels, etc.) and 90% should
be about what you do (take classes, book roles, theatre, etc.). Theatre in NYC is not only big but
also a way of life. You can always look for theatre work to stay busy.

Nick is proud of his contribution to casting. He enjoys bringing pieces to life and does not need
recognition. He believes his casting is his form of community service and giving back.
Entertaining others is a worthy contribution, and he can make a case for anyone who he
believes is talented. Nick stressed, “Take a chance!” Just because you do not book a role does
not mean you did not leave a good impression. You may be cast in the future. Nick gave the
example of Mapplethorpe. He cast people who may not have booked this project in the past but
because of new diversity requirements, he was able to cast talented actors from outside the box
(handicap, minority, etc.).

Nick emphasized the importance of being honest and genuine about our skills and proximity to
markets. Actor’s skills must be believable and true (familiarity with body language, dialect, etc.)!
For bigger roles, on-set training and dialect coaching is sometimes provided. Likewise, do not
say you are a local hire if you need travel, lodging or gas reimbursement. Also be careful about
SAG eligible (be prepared to immediately join if you book a role that is union).

Tone is most important when auditioning! Your performance needs to fit the piece and make
sense.


